Ensure college and career

READINESS

Study Island

Courseware

Make test prep more effective with comprehensive online solutions
The bridge from the K–12 environment to higher education or the professional world often
includes multiple important decisions, many of which have lifelong impacts. Edmentum’s practice
and preparation solution Study Island, paired with the rigorous curriculum available in Edmentum
Courseware, provides flexible options to not only ensure that students are ready for test day, but
also that they’re set on a path for success throughout their college and careers.

Together, Edmentum solutions ensure
college and career readiness using:
n Proven curriculum and practice aligned
to the leading college entrance and
placement tests, career certification
assessments, and work skills exams
n Flexible customization to deliver content
and monitor progress
n Complementary programs that work
together to fully prepare your students
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PREPARE

INDIVIDUALIZE

MONITOR

Prepare students for online
testing environments

Individualize preparation
with flexible tools

Formatively monitor
learning and maximize
student data

Powerful pairings that yield positive outcomes
We know test preparation is a big undertaking for educators and students alike. However, if you’re
proactive in your preparation efforts with students, you can all go into test day feeling calm and
confident. And, with the right tools, designing a rigorous and effective test preparation program for
your learners doesn’t have to be a Herculean effort.

Edmentum’s customizable practice and
preparation solution provides the depth and
flexibility you need to support student learning
and continuously engage, monitor, and assess
student progress as your learners explore
high-quality practice that mimics what they will
experience on high-stakes assessments.
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TASC™

ACT

®

Edmentum provides engaging online
curriculum that is built on real-world skills and
based on blended learning best practices to
ensure that students receive a comprehensive
foundation to prepare for college and careers
utilizing rigorous content, rich media, graphics,
videos, and interactivity.

ACCUPLACER®

ASVAB

Developmental
Learning

TABE®

Praxis®

GED®

SAT®

HiSET®
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